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Abstract

This paper studies the ability of markets to alleviate taste-based discrimination in a

laboratory experiment. We find that markets significantly reduce discrimination relative

to individual choice situations with the same payoff structure and the same social group

membership of the trading partner. We identify three main mechanisms behind this effect.

First, the price of prejudice matters in both situations, but significantly more so in the

market. Second, markets reduce identification with one’s social group. Third, markets

diminish egalitarian preferences. Passive subjects correctly anticipate the main effect. We

confirm the main treatment effect in an online experiment with natural groups.
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“Enter into the Royal Stock Exchange of London [...] in which representatives of

all nations gathered there for the advantage of mankind. There the Jew, the Ma-

hometan, and the Christian deal with each other as if they were of the same religion,

and bestow the name of infidel on bankrupts only [...].” (Voltaire 1764, Philosophical

Dictionary)

1 Introduction

Discrimination is one of the most pressing societal and economic problems of our time. While

this all too human tendency is now well-documented,1 little is known about how to alleviate

this toxic phenomenon. Ever since the famous work of Becker (1957), economists have argued

that markets and competition mitigate discrimination (Friedman, 1962, e.g.). The underlying

rationale is that markets foster competition, which in turn increases the costs of discrimination.

While this hypothesis has become one of the fundamental tenets of economics, it has rarely

been subject to empirical scrutiny. Reasons for this gap might be the difficulties entailed in

measuring discrimination and in varying the institutional framework, while holding everything

else constant. It is for these reasons that we exploit an experimental laboratory study that

allows us to control economic incentives, social identity (a person’s sense of self) – thus ingroup-

outgroup relations – and the institutional framework.

In this paper, we study the ability of markets to reduce discrimination. To do so, we

conduct a laboratory experiment that allows for the exogenous variation of the institutional

framework and for clean measurement of discrimination. At the same time, the experimental

design tightly controls for economic incentives and social group membership. More precisely,

we first randomly assign group membership utilizing the “minimal group paradigm”.2 We then

conduct an experimental posted offer market, in which potential buyers enter in sequential order

and choose among the available offers made by the sellers. Buyers not only observe the price

of the available (identical) goods, but also the group membership of the sellers. In a next step,

we use the payoff structure and the group membership of sellers and buyers from the market to

construct an exact control treatment that is stripped off the market context.

Specifically, we take the set of available offers faced by buyers in the market and present

exactly the same set, with identical monetary consequences for the subjects, to a different group

of participants. Contrary to the market, however, buyers and sellers are referred to in neutral

terms – Participant A and Participant B – and there is no mention of any words related to

markets such as product, offer or price. Thus, in these control sessions subjects face exactly the

1 See Lane (2016) for a meta-analysis of laboratory studies and Bertrand and Duflo (2017) for a summary of

field evidence.
2 Specifically, groups are induced by purposefully meaningless preferences over painters. Previous research has

shown that members of such minimal groups discriminate against the outgroup (Tajfel and Turner, 1979; Chen

and Li, 2009).
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same payoffs and social identities in the same sequence as do subjects in the market condition in

a differently framed choice environment. The comparison of choices in both conditions permits

the causal effect of markets on discrimination to be identified whereas discrimination is defined

as a positive willingness-to-pay to execute an ingroup trade (as opposed to an outgroup trade).

Our main finding is that markets reduce discrimination in economically significant ways.3

We find that costly discriminatory ingroup trades are almost eradicated, down, from 38% in

the neutral control condition, to 7% in the market. Such a large decrease is remarkable and

shows that markets can indeed reduce discrimination. While the main treatment effect in our

experiment is due to framing of the decision context, our paper also speaks directly to Becker’s

famous hypothesis – the idea that competition increases the price of discrimination. This is so

because we observe choices with varying prices of discrimination in both conditions. Hence, we

are in a position to study the relevance of competition and the effect of a market framing. We

find a role for both effects. That is, higher costs decrease discrimination. A market framing

increases this effect further. In both conditions, subjects seem to make rational trade-offs since

the share of ingroup trades is decreasing in the “price of prejudice” (Becker, 1957). However,

the price plays a much more prominent role in the market than in the control condition.

We identify three different mechanisms that drive the main effect. First, as indicated above,

markets increase selfishness, that is, market participants focus more strongly on their own pay-

offs. They are thus less willing to forgo profits in more expensive ingroup trades relative to

cheaper outgroup trades. Second, markets diminish identification with one’s social group. Our

study thus shows how to reduce an individual’s sense of self. Third, markets decrease egalitar-

ian preferences: Participants in the neutral control condition are more likely to equalize payoffs

between both trading partners.4 All three mechanisms are apparent in the (a) descriptive, non-

parametric analysis of choice data; (b) parametric estimation of a choice model that combines

different motives in a single utility function; and (c) responses to survey items in the post–

experimental questionnaire. Finally, we measure beliefs of passive subjects (i.e., sellers in the

market and recipients in the control condition) about behavior of decision makers and document

that beliefs are in line with the reduced importance of social identity in the market.

We conduct two main robustness checks, in addition to several smaller ones. The first

robustness check consists of a laboratory experiment that follows the same structure as the

main experiment, but varies the design of the decision screen. Second, we conduct an online

experiment that varies several parameters of the laboratory experiment. Most importantly, we

3 We define discrimination as a positive willingness-to-pay to execute an ingroup trade as opposed to an

outgroup trade. Our setting prevents price- (e.g. Varian, 1985) and statistical discrimination (e.g. Phelps, 1972),

so that only taste-based discrimination can occur. Note that Akerlof (1970) shows that asymmetric information

might lead to statistical discrimination and thus provide an argument as to why competitive markets might in

fact lead to more discrimination. In this sense, List (2004) provides evidence that statistical discrimination exists

in a market with experienced sellers.
4 While the first and the third channel are related, they are not the same. In principle, both motives can

simultaneously be arguments of a utility function and we find evidence for such a claim in the data.
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use natural groups (the residents of two large German cities) instead of random groups. In

contrast to the laboratory experiment, subjects enter the experiment at different times and

are not directly connected with other participants. Such an online experiment likely weakens

the tight experimental control that the laboratory allows for, but, in our view, the heterogenous

sample of subjects and the variation of different parameters of the experiment also lend credibility

and external validity to the main experiment. In both cases, the main effect is confirmed, while

somewhat smaller in magnitude, which in turn aids identifying mechanisms driving this effect.

Our paper combines the literature on morality in markets with research on the effect of

competition on discrimination and thus contributes to at least two strands of literature. First,

it connects to the recent prominent debate in economics on the question whether markets erode

social motivations, see Falk and Szech (2013), Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2014), Sutter et al.

(2016), and Bartling and Özdemir (2017). A common finding in this literature is that markets

erode moral values and lead to more selfishness, which resonates with our results.5 Our paper

demonstrates that markets can lead to less immoral behavior as the surge in selfishness results in

reduced discrimination. Hence, the erosion of social motivations can be seen as the bright side of

markets. We are aware of two other papers that point to the positive side effects of markets. The

first one is Bartling, Grieder, and Zehnder (2017), who find that competitive pricing (as opposed

to discretionary price setting power) reduces counterproductive punishments. The second paper

by Huck, Lünser, and Tyran (2012) finds that competition in a trust game fosters trust.

Second, we contribute to a small literature that aims to test the effect of competition and

the “price of prejudice” on discrimination. There are only a handful of studies that try to test

Becker’s (1957) “market hypothesis”, all of which use observational data.6 Using data from

Portuguese firms, Cooke, Fernandes, and Ferreira (2019) find that increased competition in

some cases increases the female employment share and that firms with a low female employment

share, are more likely to exit. They find that even in such a competitive market, workers price-

5 But for evidence to the contrary see for instance Henrich et al. (2010) and Bartling, Fehr, and Özdemir

(2020). Moreover, see also Kirchler et al. (2015) for a literature overview that also summarizes the historical

and philosophical debate on the nexus of markets and morality. Moreover, Irlenbusch and Saxler (2019) find

that a “buyer-seller” framing increases selfishness in individual exchange situations. Li, Dogan, and Haruvy

(2011) study an experimental oligopoly market with group identities and show that there are substantial price

differentials between ingroup and outgroup trades. Xu, Potters, and Suetens (2020) study the effect of preceding

competitive and cooperative interactions on ingroup bias using an allocation task. They provide evidence that

competitive interactions reduce pro-sociality in general, irrespective of whether the interaction partner is an in- or

outgroup member. List, Neilson, and Price (2016) provide evidence from a field experiment that pricing decisions

and deviations from the rational selfish prediction are related to group membership.
6 While observational studies are clearly useful, they also suffer from problems. First, observational data do

in general not allow to cleanly measure the extent of discrimination because observed disparities may be due to

many different motives and need not to imply discrimination. Second, using observational data it is difficult to

identify the counterfactual, that is, the extent of discrimination under a different institutional framework (e.g.

discrimination in the same firm in a market with less competition). Firms that operate in more or less competitive

sectors likely differ along many other unobservable dimensions, too. The same holds true for consumers, who

likely partially self-select into market or non-market environments or into more or less competitive environments.
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discriminate against customers. Moreover, Weber and Zulehner (2014) show that Austrian

firms with a small share of female employees display lower survival rates. Pager (2016) finds

that firms that display higher rates of discrimination in an audit study, are less likely to still be

in business six years later. Li, Lang, and Leong (2017) study whether discrimination exists in

the commercial sex market in Singapore. Finally, Hedegaard and Tyran (2018) as well as Atkin,

Colson-Sihra, and Shayo (2021) show that discriminatory behavior is responsive to its costs.

Our findings open up potentials for policy interventions such as the introduction of markets

and the enhancement of competition, be it through actual competition or through a framing that

introduces a market context.7 In general, any intervention that increases the focus on personal

monetary gains might be suitable to decrease taste-based discrimination, although obviously the

gains need to be weighed against potential social costs of increased selfishness. In contrast to

interventions like the “contact hypothesis” (Allport, 1954), a “market intervention” typically

does not rely on self-selection into treatment and has the additional advantage that it is cheap

to implement.8

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main experiment.

Section 3 presents the results. In Section 4, we describe the design and the results from the online

experiment and several other robustness checks including an additional laboratory experiment.

Finally, Section 5 concludes. Furthermore, the Appendix provides further results and additional

information about the experiment.

2 The Experiment

This section details the experiment. Subsection 2.1 describes the main laboratory experiment

and Subsection 2.2 the logistics.

2.1 Design of the Experiment

Figure 1 provides an overview of the structure of the experiment. Both stages of the experiment

and the two treatments are explained in detail below. Translated instructions and screenshots

for both treatments can be found in Appendix A.8.

Stage I. The first part of the experiment induces social group identity and is exactly the

same for the two treatments. We thereby rely on the minimal group paradigm developed in social

psychology by Tajfel and Turner (1979), which has since become the standard way to create

social groups in a controlled laboratory environment. We follow the experimental procedure

introduced to economics by Chen and Li (2009). It first asks all 22 subjects in each session

7 Of course, the data from our study do not necessarily give rise to the conclusion that discrimination is fully

eradicated in markets. In fact, there is evidence that discrimination may persist even in competitive markets, see

List (2004), Doleac and Stein (2013) and Ayres, Banaji, and Jolls (2015).
8The “contact hypothesis” is the major proposal for reducing discrimination. It claims that, under certain

conditions, contact to the outgroup decreases prejudice.
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Figure 1: Flow chart for the experiment. Stage I induces social group membership. Subjects were

then randomly assigned to the market or the individual choice treatment. The payoff structure

of each market was transferred to exactly one session in the individual choice treatment. All

subjects participated in the post-experiment questionnaire.

to state their preferences with regard to several pairs of Klee and Kandinsky paintings, five in

our case. Depending on their choices (and potentially on drawing a random number to break a

tie to ensure equal-sized groups), participants are assigned to either the Klee or the Kandinsky

group. Participants are then asked to guess who painted three other paintings, namely either

Klee or Kandinsky. During the entire quiz stage, subjects are allowed to communicate with the

other members of their own group via a chat program. Participants could earn 1 euro in each

of the three guessing tasks if the majority in their group correctly guesses the painter.9 This

evidence thus suggests that the treatment effects observed when using artificial identities are

located between those of natural identities.

Stage II. After the first stage, subjects are randomized at the session level either to the

market or the individual choice treatment. Each session consists of exactly 22 subjects, who

are grouped into two groups of 11 subjects each. Each group is made up of six passive subjects

9 Random assignment to groups has the advantage that both groups are identical in expectation along observed

and unobserved background characteristics. Even though minimal groups induced via preferences for paintings

are purposefully designed to be meaningless, there is overwhelming evidence that people react to such groups

in predictable and economically relevant ways. In particular, membership in such artificial groups leads peo-

ple to behave more altruistically towards members of the ingroup (Chen and Li, 2009; Paetzel and Sausgruber,

2018; Müller, 2019), changes the degree of pro-socialness as well as the distribution of equity–efficiency trade-offs

(Müller, 2019), affects the decision-making process beyond the direct effect on the utility function (Le Coq, Treme-

wan, and Wagner, 2015), improves coordination (Chen and Chen, 2011), decreases trust towards the outgroup

(Hargreaves Heap and Zizzo, 2009), increases competitiveness (Cornaglia, Drouvelis, and Masella, 2019) and dis-

torts beliefs (Cacault and Grieder, 2019). An alternative approach to creating groups would be to rely on natural

identities, such as gender or race, potentially via priming. However, since natural identities are multifaceted, such

an approach does not provide the same amount of control as do minimal groups.
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(sellers in the market condition or recipients in the individual choice treatment) and five active

subjects (buyers in the market condition or dictators in the individual choice treatment). Stage

II lasts 24 periods. In this stage, one period is randomly chosen as the payoff relevant period.

One period in the experimental posted-offer market proceeds as follows. Sellers are endowed

with one unit of a homogeneous good and simultaneously decide the price p ∈ [0, 50] at which

they want to sell it. The buyers then enter the market sequentially in random order. The first

buyer can choose from all six offers and decide which of the available offers she wants to buy

(if any). If she decides to accept an offer, the second buyer can choose from the remaining five

offers and so on. If all buyers in a given period choose an offer, the last buyer has two offers to

choose from.

Thus, sequential entry into the market leads to five rounds in each of the 24 periods. The

Nash prediction in this game is a price of zero since there are more sellers than buyers.10 The

period is finished, after the last buyer makes her choice.

Equations (1) and (2) show the payoff functions of buyers and sellers as a function of the

realized price. The payoff function of the seller is 50 tokens plus the price of the offer. Tokens

were converted into euros with an exchange rate of 10 tokens equaling 2 euros. The payoff is 50

if no offer is chosen.

POSeller =

{
50 + p if offer with price p is accepted

50 if offer is not accepted
(1)

POBuyer =

{
100− p if offer with price p is accepted

50 if no offer is accepted
(2)

The payoff to a buyer is given as 100 minus the price of the accepted offer, or, if no offer was

accepted, by 50. A price of 25 would therefore result in payoffs of 75 for both the buyer and the

seller. A buyer entering this market not only sees the prices of all available offers, but also the

group membership of the sellers.11

The key to our identification strategy is the fact that the individual choice treatment uses

exactly the same payoff structure and the same identities of passive subjects as does the market

treatment. To understand exactly how this control works, note that every decision situation

in the market can be written as a choice between different allocations of money to the buyer

and the potential seller(s). Assume, for example, that a buyer enters the market and observes

exactly two offers. The first offer costs pi tokens and is made by an ingroup seller (i.e. either the

buyer and the seller are both Klee or both Kandinsky). The second offer is priced at po tokens

and comes from an outgroup seller (i.e. if the buyer is member of the Klee group, the seller is

a Kandinsky; if the buyer is a Kandinsky, the seller is a Klee). Such a decision situation boils

10 Empirically however, equilibrium is virtually never reached, see Figure 17 in the Appendix.
11 While all subjects were members of a group, only the active subjects were informed about the group identity

of the passive subjects. This way, we shut down the possibility that subjects form second- and higher-order beliefs

about the effect of group identity in this game and thus allows us to tightly control the effect of identity on choices.
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down to the choice between one allocation in which the buyer gets 100 − pi and the ingroup

seller gets 50+pi and another allocation in which the buyer gets 100−po and the outgroup seller

gets 50 +po. We then create the individual choice condition by transferring this choice situation

induced by the market to a market-free context. In the individual choice condition, the active

subject is then asked for her preference between the allocation (100 − pi, 50 + pi; ingroup) and

the allocation (100− po, 50 + po; outgroup). If the active subject chooses the ingroup offer when

pi > po, we call this discrimination and we call (pi− po) the “price of prejudice” or the “price of

discrimination”. Comparison of the number of discriminatory choices between both treatments

constitutes the main analysis of the current paper. We will also analyze the relation of the share

of ingroup trades and the price of prejudice.

While the two treatments are economically exactly the same, they differ in their framing.

Specifically, the market instructions use the terms sellers who offer products for specific prices

and buyers who enter the market to buy those offers. The individual choice treatment, on the

other hand, frames the instructions, as five participants B choosing one allocation among a

list of allocations, whereas every allocation would induce a distribution of points between the

participant B and a participant A, keeping everything else constant. That is, the individual

choice situation boils down to a dictator game-like situation in which an active subject makes a

choice between different allocations of money, while knowing the group identity of each possible

recipient.

The same reasoning applies to situations with more than two offers. In this case, the active

subject in the corresponding individual choice situation has the choice between more than two

allocations.12 Each decision-maker in the individual choice treatment thereby follows the exact

sequence of choices encountered by a specific buyer in the market treatment. That is, for each

buyer in the market treatment, there is exactly one corresponding active decision-maker in the

individual choice treatment who faces a sequence of 24 identical (in monetary terms and in terms

of identity) neutrally framed allocation choices.13

Passive subjects received feedback on resulting payoffs, but not on identities of active sub-

jects. While active subjects made their choices, we elicited passive subjects’ (un-incentivized)

beliefs about the behavior of decision-makers. Specifically, we asked passive subjects the follow-

ing question in both treatments: What percentage of the buyers [participants B] do you think

care about the social identity of the sellers [participants B]?

12 Section A.7 in the Appendix shows screenshots and one detailed example of how the offer list from the market

treatment is converted to the individual choice treatment.
13 The design of the experiment made it necessary to first run the market game and then transfer the data

generated in the market to the individual choice treatment. Every group in every market is thereby matched to

exactly one other group in the individual choice treatment. Both groups run through exactly the same payoff

structure.
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2.2 Procedural Details

The experiment was conducted in Spring 2019 at the WISO Experimental Lab of the University

of Hamburg, Germany. Participants were recruited via the online tool hroot (Bock, Baetge, and

Nicklisch, 2014). The experiment was programmed using z-tree (Fischbacher, 2007). A session

lasted approximately 80 minutes. Average payments were around 2 euros in Stage I – the group

identification part – and around 15 euros in Stage II – the market and the individual choice

treatment. As mentioned before, one round was randomly selected to be paid out.

In total, we conducted 12 sessions, six sessions in the market treatment and six sessions in

the individual choice treatment. As a result of a server malfunction the data for Group 1 of

Session 5 were not recorded and thus do not form part of the experiment. Not counting these

excluded data, 242 participants (110 active and 132 passive) took part in the experiment (none

of them participated in more than one session). Consequently, we observe choices of 55 buyers

and 55 dictators which yields 2, 640 observations in total (110 active subjects times 24 periods),

or 1, 320 observations in each treatment.14

Market Individual Choice Available in

Choice No Choice Choice No Choice Sum both treatments

Best-Out > Best-In 358 8 361 5 732 354

Best-Out = Best-In 381 1 375 7 764 374

Best-Out < Best-In 411 6 411 6 834 405

Only-Out or Only-In 152 3 151 4 310 155

Sum 1,302 18 1,298 22 2,640 1,288

Table 1: Number of observations in each cell. “Best-In” (“Best-Out”) denotes the value of the

best available ingroup (outgroup) option. “No Choice” indicates cases where the subject did

not choose an offer. “Only-Out” or “Only-In” indicate situations in which either only ingroup

or only outgroup offers were available to the active subject.

Table 1 summarizes the number of observations in each cell. “Best-Out > Best-In” thereby

refers to a situation in which an offer from the outgroup would lead to a higher payoff for the

buyer than any offer from an ingroup member. “Best-Out < Best-In” denotes a situation in

which an ingroup offer delivers a higher payoff than any available outgroup offer. Moreover,

14 We note that in 155 of the 1,320 choice situations there was either no ingroup or no outgroup offer available.

Obviously, these situations cannot be used to measure discrimination and are thus not used in the main part

of the analysis. Moreover, we find that in 18 (22) of the 1,320 decisions made in the market (individual choice

treatment), a buyer (dictator) opted to not take up an offer (choose an allocation). We exclude these observations

in what follows. The possibility to opt out is one essential feature of markets outside the laboratory and therefore

also possible in our experiment (see also Bartling, Weber, and Yao, 2014).
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“Best-Out = Best-In” implies that the best available ingroup offer denotes a situation in which

both options yield the same payoff. Comparison of the choices between the market and the

individual choice treatment when the best outgroup offer is larger than the best ingroup offer

(“Best-Out > Best-In”) is the main focus of this paper. In this cell, we observe 354 choices

in the market treatment and 354 exact control observations in the individual choice treatment.

Ultimately, 3% of the offers chosen in the market and 13% of the offers in the individual choice

treatment exhibit a payoff lower than the best ingroup and the best outgroup option. As we

show in Section 3.3, these choices can mostly be rationalized by preferences for equality.

3 Results

Section 3 is divided into five subsections. In Subsection 3.1, we investigate whether markets

are able to reduce discrimination. In Subsection 3.2, we examine the relevance of the price of

discrimination for choices. Subsection 3.3 measures the frequency of four different (non-mutually

exclusive) behavioral motives and Subsection 3.4 analyzes data from the exit survey. Finally, in

Subsection 3.5, we examine the beliefs of passive subjects concerning the importance of social

identity for choices made by active subjects.

3.1 Do Markets Reduce Discrimination?

First, we aim to answer our main research question: Do markets reduce discrimination? Figure

2 shows that the answer to this question is clearly yes. The bars display the share of ingroup

trades in the market and in the individual choice condition for decisions in which the best

ingroup option is more expensive than the best outgroup option. It turns out that the share

of ingroup trades is 38.4% in the individual choice control condition but a staggering 7.3%

in the market. A Wilcoxon rank sum test clearly detects statistically significant differences

with a p-value below 0.01. This difference of more than 30 percentage points implies that the

market reduces costly discrimination in our experiment more than fivefold as compared to the

individual choice treatment. It is noteworthy that the share of ingroup trades is below 50% in

both treatments (which would result from random behavior) and thus indicates that incentives

matter in both conditions.15

Another way to interpret the effect of markets on discrimination in our experiment is by cal-

culating an implicit (minimal) willingness-to-pay to discriminate for each treatment.16 Subjects

in the market condition pick in 26 (= 7.3% × 354) cases the ingroup offer when the outgroup

offer in fact delivers a higher payoff, thus forfeiting 2.19 tokens on average. Hence, 55 buyers

15Figure 11 in the Appendix shows the share of ingroup trades when the best ingroup offer is larger and for

situations in which the best ingroup and best outgroup offer yield the same payoff. Figures 15 and 16 in the

Appendix plot the share of ingroup trades against the different periods of the experiment.
16 This calculation provides a lower bound of the true willingness-to-pay because it is possible that the decision-

maker would have been willing to pick an even more unfavorable ingroup offer, if available.
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Figure 2: Share of ingroup buys in situations in which the best outgroup option is cheaper

than the best ingroup option. N = 354 in each treatment. The means are 7.3% in the market

and 38.4% in the individual choice condition. Bars around the means indicate 95% confidence

intervals.

in the market forgo on average 26×2.2
55 = 1.04 tokens in the course of the experiment in order

to benefit the ingroup. Subjects in the individual choice condition, on the other hand, pick 136

times the ingroup offer when the outgroup offer is higher. They forgo 2.70 tokens on average,

which amounts to 6.69 tokens lost during the experiment for each dictator – a number which is

more than six times higher than the same number in the market.

These conclusions are corroborated and extended in Table 2 in which we present results from

linear regressions. In all these regressions a dummy that indicates an ingroup trade serves as

dependent variable. Columns (1) and (2) consider only data from situations in which the best

ingroup offer delivers a smaller payoff than the best outgroup offer; columns (3) and (4) consider

the opposite situation; and, finally, columns (5) and (6) use all available data.

The coefficient on IC, a dummy for the individual choice treatment, is positive in the first

two columns and negative in columns (3) and (4), indicating more ingroup trades when “Best-In

< Best-Out”, but fewer ingroup trades when “Best-In > Best-Out” in the individual choice

condition than in the market. Using all available data, this coefficient is negative, around 17

percentage points. The variable price denotes the payoff of the best ingroup option minus the

payoff of the best outgroup option, i.e. the (negative) price of prejudice. The coefficient is

positive throughout which indicates that the frequency of ingroup trades increases with the

price of prejudice. Price is not significant in column (2). Instead, in this column the coefficient

on the interaction between IC and price is positive and significant. This finding indicates that

the slope of price is steeper in the individual choice condition than in the market. The last two

columns use the whole sample and include dummies for “Best-In < Best-Out” and “Best-In >
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Ingroup Trade Best-Out > Best-In Best-Out < Best-In Full Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Individual Choice 0.309∗∗∗ 0.362∗∗∗ -0.104∗∗ -0.117∗∗ -0.167∗∗∗ -0.167∗∗∗

(IC) (0.06) (0.07) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Price 0.012∗∗∗ 0.003 0.008∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

IC × Price 0.018∗∗ 0.005 0.012∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.00)

Best-In larger 0.039 0.055

(0.03) (0.03)

IC × Best-In larger 0.063 0.030

(0.05) (0.06)

Best-In smaller -0.773∗∗∗ -0.791∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04)

IC × Best-In smaller 0.477∗∗∗ 0.512∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.07)

Period 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Constant 0.071∗ 0.043 0.918∗∗∗ 0.924∗∗∗ 0.875∗∗∗ 0.875∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Observations 719 719 822 822 2297 2297

R2 0.153 0.160 0.036 0.037 0.425 0.426

Table 2: OLS Regressions with a dummy indicating ingroup trades as dependent variable.

Standard errors, clustered at the subject level, in brackets below. *, **, *** indicate significance

at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively. Price denotes the payoff difference between the

best ingroup and the best outgroup option; IC is a dummy for the individual choice condition;

Period denotes the period of the experiment (from 1 to 24); Best-In larger is a dummy indicating

situations in which the best ingroup offer is larger than the best outgroup offer; and Best-In

smaller denotes the reverse situation. The reference group in Columns (5) and (6) are situations

in which in- and outgroup offers deliver the same payoffs.

Best-Out” (“Best-In equal to Best-Out” then serves as the reference group) and interactions of

those dummies with the individual choice treatment dummy. The results show that, on average,

there are less ingroup trades in the individual choice condition (the coefficient in IC is negative).
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The frequency of ingroup trades drops sharply when ingroup trades are costly (the coefficient

on “best-in smaller” is negative) but less so in the individual choice condition (the coefficient on

“IC × best-in smaller” is positive and around 50 percentage points). Again, there is a positive

relation between the price of discrimination and the frequency of ingroup trades. This slope is

steeper in the individual choice condition (IC × price is positive in column 6). Finally, there is

no evidence for period effects. All in all, the regression results confirm the visualization of the

data in Figure 3.

3.2 Price of Prejudice

Next, we analyze how the frequency of ingroup trades depends on the (negative) price of prejudice

(i.e. the payoff of the best ingroup option minus the payoff of the best outgroup option).

Figure 3 plots the price of discrimination against the share of ingroup trades. First of all,

the figure provides evidence that participants in both treatments seem to react to the price

of discrimination as the share of ingroup trades is increasing in price. Next, this figure shows

that the share of ingroup trades experiences a large jump from left to right around zero in the

market condition, which is less pronounced in the individual choice treatment. Here, the share

of ingroup trades increases much more smoothly from left to right, which suggests that the

payoff advantage is a more important decision criterion in the market than in the individual

choice condition. That is, behavior in the market follows more closely the standard game-

theoretic prediction. These findings are in line with the results shown in Table 2. An additional

regression discontinuity analysis around the cutoff of 0 (that is, around the point where the best

ingroup and the best outgroup offer yield the same payoff), reported in Table 3, supports this

insight: There is a significantly larger discontinuity in the market than in the individual choice

condition (by a factor of almost 4).17 Finally, it is noteworthy that there is a strong ingroup bias

in the market when the costs are zero: The share of ingroup trades is 88.2% (compare Figure

11 in the Appendix) when the best ingroup offer equals the best outgroup offer (Best-In equals

Best-Out).

17 To be more precise, in the regression discontinuity estimation we use the ingroup minus the outgroup offer

as a running variable and a cutoff of zero. We exclude observations at the cutoff, that is, observations for which

this difference is zero. Furthermore, to estimate the endpoints next to the cutoff, we use local linear polynomial

regressions with a triangular kernel. The order of the local polynomial used for the bias correction is quadratic

and the bandwidth is selected via the approach of Calonico et al. (2014).
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Figure 3: Share of ingroup buys on the y-axis and the payoff of the best ingroup option minus

the payoff of the best outgroup option on the x-axis. The size of the markers is proportional to

the number of observations.

RDD Market Individual Choice

0.81∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.08)

Bandwidth 5.3 7.9

N 37 37

Table 3: Regression discontinuity design in which the ingroup minus the outgroup offer serves as

running variable with a cutoff of zero. The bandwidth is selected according to the approach of

Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014). Local linear polynomial estimation with a triangular

kernel. Robust standard errors in brackets below. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%,

5% and 1% level, respectively.
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3.3 Understanding Motivations of Decision-Makers

To better understand the behavior of active subjects in the two treatments, we (i) document the

frequency of choices that are in line with four different behavioral motives and (ii) estimate an

individual choice model that allows us to quantify the relative importance of the decision-makers’

payoff, social identity and egalitarian concerns.

Regarding (i), we study the following behavioral motives. The first is payoff maximization.

We consider a choice to be in line with payoff maximization if the maximum available payoff

in a given choice set is chosen. Second, we define a choice as best ingroup pick if the best (in

monetary terms, from the point of view of the decision-maker) ingroup offer is chosen. Third, we

denote a choice as being in line with equality-seeking behavior if the offer closest to 75 is chosen

(since an offer of 75 would result in equal payoffs for the decision-maker and the recipient).

Finally, we say a choice is in line with equality-seeking behavior ingroup if the ingroup offer

closest to 75 is chosen. Of course, these four motives are not necessarily mutually exclusive as

choices are potentially in line with several different motives at the same time. Therefore, the

frequency of motives do not necessarily add up to 100% within treatments. It does, however,

give an indication of how the market treatment changes the prevalent motives of behaviors

relative to the individual choice situation.18 Classifying subjects’ behavior according to these

motives also enables us to check whether foregoing the payoff-maximizing option is motivated

by identity-driven discrimination or by preferences for equality that are independent of identity.

Figure 4 displays the frequency of choices that are in line with each of the four motives by

treatment. The top-left panel shows that the overwhelming majority of choices in the market

treatment are in line with own money maximizing behavior. The share is more than 20 per-

centage points lower in the individual choice treatment (72% versus 93%). The frequency of

choices in line with the best ingroup pick criterion is depicted in the top-right panel. Here the

treatment difference is much smaller. Choices are around 4 percentage points less frequently

in line with this motive in the individual choice condition as compared to the market. This

difference is statistically significant at the 10% level. The two panels in the lower part of Figure

4 show an economically and statistically significantly higher prevalence of choices that are in

line with equality-seeking behavior in the individual choice condition, both for the ingroup (with

a difference of around 10 percentage points) and for non-group related equality (15 percentage

points difference). Table 4 summarizes these results numerically. Overall, this analysis points to

the conclusion that markets reduce discrimination through shifting preferences in the direction

of more selfishness and diminished concerns for equality.

Regarding (ii), we estimate an alternative-specific conditional logit model (McFadden, 1974).

18 We choose these motives because previous research has provided evidence that they are potentially relevant for

choices. One of the first experimental studies to document the relevance of selfishness in markets is Smith (1962).

The importance of egalitarian concerns in different economic games has been shown by Fehr and Schmidt (1999).

Social group membership has been shown to matter in economic games by Chen and Li (2009). Müller (2019)

finds that selfishness and equity–efficiency concerns interact in particular ways with social group membership.
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Figure 4: Number of choices in line with one of four motives by treatment. Bars indicate

95% confidence intervals. All four panels are based on 354 choices that are available in both

treatments in which Best-Out > Best-In.

We allow the utility of each option to depend on three arguments: own payoff, egalitarian

preferences and the identity of the corresponding passive participant. That is, we assume here,

unlike in the previous analysis above, that the three motives are independent parts of the utility

function. In particular, we assume the following utility function

uitj = β1payitj + β2initj + β3egitj +

(
K∑
k=1

αjkzitk

)
+ εitk , (3)

where uitj is the utility of consumer i in period t from alternative j; pay is the payoff to consumer

i from alternative j; in is a dummy that is equal to 1 if the offer concerns an ingroup seller

(recipient); eg is the closeness (the absolute distance) of the payoff to 75 and; finally, ε is an error

term. Since active participants face between two and six options, j ∈ {2, .., 6}. The vector z is a

set of alternative-specific covariates. In our case z consists of three control variables (a dummy

that indicates whether the decision maker is female, age and the period of the experiment) that

do not vary across cases. This model can be estimated assuming an extreme-value (Gumbel)

distribution for the error term, resulting in a logit model.

Table 5 displays the results by treatment.19 We first run two regressions without eg, the

equality variable, and then, in regressions (3) and (4), with all three components, that is,

including the equality variable. All estimations are done including period, age and gender as

19 Table 7 in the Appendix displays the same estimations only excluding the cases in which the best ingroup

and the best outgroup option yield the same payoffs. The conclusions remain unchanged by this robustness check.
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Market Individual Choice Rank Sum Test

Payoff maximization 0.93 0.71 < 0.001

[0.92, 0.95] [0.69, 0.74]

Best ingroup pick 0.68 0.64 0.07

[0.65, 0.70] [0.61, 0.67]

Equality-seeking behavior 0.37 0.53 < 0.001

[0.34, 0.40] [0.50, 0.56]

Equality-seeking behavior ingroup 0.26 0.35 < 0.001

[0.23, 0.28] [0.32, 0.38]

Table 4: Frequency of motives. Overall frequency of choices that are in line with a specific

motive. 95% confidence interval in brackets below. The column “Rank Sum Test” indicates

p-values for null hypothesis that data are from the same population. N = 2, 266.

case-specific controls, summarized in vector z. The “normalized” column after each estimation

displays the estimated coefficients divided by the weight on the own payoff, thus allowing direct

comparison of the relative weight on each motive. The results show that participants in the

market treatment place the most weight on their own income. Subjects in the individual choice

treatment on the other hand place the most weight on the identity of the passive subject (almost

twice as much as on their own income). Egalitarian preferences (i.e. a preference for a payoff

close to the equal split) also play a large role in the individual choice condition (the positive

sign implies that subjects value payoffs closer to the equal split, everything else equal), but not

in the market treatment (there, with a negative sign, which can be interpreted as competitive

preferences). The inclusion of eg barely affects the weight on the ingroup relative to the payoff

variable. In summary, the estimation of choice models supports our previous conclusions that

markets reduce discrimination by putting an increased focus on payoff maximization and a

reduced weight on group identity of the trading partner. Moreover, this exercise allows us

to precisely quantify the importance of different motives. Specifically, in the market, money

maximizing is the single most important motive, whereas in the individual choice condition the

identity of the passive subject is more important than are other motives.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)

Market Individual Choice Market Individual Choice

Estimates Normalized Estimates Normalized Estimates Norm. Estimates Norm.

Own payoff (β1) 1.50∗ 1 0.31∗∗∗ 1 1.57∗∗ 1 0.40∗∗∗ 1

(0.90) (0.06) (0.70) (0.10)

Ingroup (β2) 0.99∗∗∗ 0.66 0.72∗∗∗ 2.35 1.04∗∗∗ 0.66 0.73∗∗∗ 1.83

(0.23) (0.15) (0.26) (0.15)

Egalitarian (β3) - - - - −0.72∗∗ −0.46 0.24∗∗∗ 0.60

- - (0.31) (0.08)

No-tradeoff Yes Yes Yes Yes

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 5,169 5,169 5,169 5,169

Cases 1,281 1,281 1,281 1,281

Table 5: Conditional logit estimates. Standard errors, clustered at the subject level, in brackets

below. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively. Normalization:

estimated equation times 1
β1

.

3.4 Questionnaire

Next, we analyze the questions from the post-experimental questionnaire to better understand

the channels through which the effect of markets on discrimination operates. Subjects were

asked questions about their attitudes towards their own group, the way they made choices in

the experiment and how relevant their group identity was for their choices. More specifically,

the (translated) questions read as follows: (i) “I have fully identified with my group;” (ii) “Only

my group membership was relevant for my decision;” (iii) “I made my decisions mainly to do

something good for another member of my group;” (iv) “I made my decisions mainly to not

harm another member of my group;” (v) “Only my own payout was relevant for my decision;”

and (vi) “Both my own payout and the payout of the other person was relevant for my decision”.

All answer categories were given on a 5 point Likert-scale: “fully agree;” “rather agree;” “neither

agree nor disagree;” “rather against;” “fully against;” and, “do not know”. We code the answers

between +2 (“fully agree”) and -2 (“fully disagree”), whereby “neither agree nor disagree” and

“do not know” are coded as 0.

The results are presented in Figure 5 below and in Table 8 in the Appendix. Questions (i) –

(iv) ask subjects about their identification with their own group. The answers to item (i) show

that subjects in the market condition indicate weaker identification with their own group than

do subjects in the individual choice condition. Furthermore, the answers to questions (ii) – (iv)

show that markets reduce the importance of group membership, decrease altruism towards the

ingroup, and decrease the desire ‘not to harm members of the own group at the expense of the

outgroup’. In summary, all four comparisons consistently support the hypothesis that markets

reduce attachment to one’s social group.
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The evidence arising from questions (v) and (vi), on the other hand, illustrate a different

mechanism: Markets render people more selfish, that is, they increase the importance of personal

payments and decrease the focus on social identity and (ingroup–based) altruism. This evidence

is hence also in line with the conclusions presented before in the current as well as in other

papers (Falk and Szech, 2013; Bartling, Weber, and Yao, 2014), showing that markets erode

social motives. To summarize, we interpret the findings from the questionnaire as evidence that

markets diminish discrimination by increasing selfishness and decreasing social motivations.

Figure 5: Average answers to exit survey questions by treatment plus 95% confidence intervals.

3.5 Beliefs of Passive Subjects

Finally, we turn to the examination of beliefs of passive subjects (recipients or sellers) concerning

the behavior of decision-makers. In particular, we examine whether passive subjects expect the

increased focus on group identity in the individual choice condition beforehand. To analyze this

question, we make use of data on the (un-incentivized) beliefs of passive subjects. We elicit beliefs

in every period, while they waited for the choices of active subjects. Specifically, the (translated)

version of the question in the market treatment reads as follows: “What percentage of buyers

during this period do you think considers which group (Klee or Kandinsky) the seller comes

from when making their purchase decision?”. And in the individual choice situation: “What

percentage of participants B during this period do you think, when deciding on the distribution,
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also pay attention to which group (Klee or Kandinsky) participant A comes from?”20 Figure 6

displays the results.

Figure 6: Average answers to the question “What percentage of buyers [dictators] do you believe

care about your identity?” and 95% confidence intervals. The left-hand panel (N = 3, 168) shows

beliefs across all periods. The right-hand panel (N = 132) shows the beliefs for the first period

only, that is, before any feedback was received.

The average answer in the market treatment over all periods is 29.0% with a 95% confidence

interval of [27.6, 30.5]. The same number in the individual choice condition is 39.3% with a

confidence interval of [37.8, 40.7], see the left panel of Figure 6. Thus, the difference in beliefs is

about 10 percentage points, which is large and statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test,

p < 0.01). It is also instructive to look only at beliefs in the first period, because at this stage

passive subjects have not yet received any feedback about the behavior of decision-makers. It

turns out that the average belief is 20.8% with a 95% confidence interval of [15.2, 26.5] in the

market and 40.0%, with a confidence interval of [32.9, 47.2], in the individual choice treatment

(compare right panel of Figure 6). Hence, the average beliefs held about the share of people who

care about their social group is about twice as large in individual choice treatment as compared to

the market treatment. Again, the Wilcoxon rank sum test clearly detects significant differences

(p < 0.01). To sum up, the evidence presented in this sub-section revealed astonishing results:

it turns out that subjects anticipate the behavioral changes induced by the treatments. We

interpret this finding as evidence that subjects anticipate different norms of behavior.

20 Since passive participants were never informed about the identity of buyers, belief elicitation could therefore

not be influenced by information about buyer’s identity from previous periods.
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4 Robustness Checks and Discussion

In this section, we present various robustness checks, including an additional laboratory experi-

ment that varies the design of the decision screens in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the online

experiment. Section 4.3 discusses concerns about external validity, exploiting List’s (2020) SANS

framework.

4.1 Additional Laboratory Experiment and Other Robustness Checks

Once a buyer accepts an offer in the market, this offer is no longer available to other buyers.

We compare decisions in the last round of each period, in which no further interactions between

buyers is possible, to test whether such a possible strategic interaction confounds our results.

Figure 9 in Appendix A.1 shows the share of ingroup buys for the last buyers only. The treatment

difference in the last round is almost identical to the average over all rounds (31.7% versus

0%). Thus, concerns about strategic interactions seem to be unfounded. Moreover, Figure 10 in

Appendix A.1 displays the results for first round buyers only (and their corresponding individual

choice controls). This difference is again around 30 percentage points (14% versus 44%). We

interpret this pattern as evidence that neither differences in the order of decisions nor specific

strategic or reciprocal motives are able to offer an alternative explanation for our main finding.

The design of the decision screens in both the market and the individual choice conditions

in the main experiment follows closely that of Bartling, Weber, and Yao (2014). However, one

concern might be that the individual choice condition points to the payoff of the passive subject

by displaying individual payoffs for both the active and the passive subject. In contrast, the

market might point to the price and therewith to the active subjects’ payoff. We take the data

from three of our market sessions and construct an additional individual choice control treatment

in which we do not display the payoffs of the passive subjects.21 Figure 12 and Figure 13 in

Appendix A.2 present the results from this robustness check. The treatment difference is again

significant, although somewhat smaller (around 20 percentage points), and findings are in line

with previous conclusions. Additionally, Figure 14 in Appendix A.2 displays the relation of the

price of prejudice and the share of ingroup trades for both treatments in this robustness check.

This graph again shows the same patterns in the data as the main experiment. That is, the price

of prejudice is relevant in both treatments, but less so in the individual choice condition. We

take these findings as evidence that the presentation of the results does not drive the treatment

effect.

4.2 Online Experiment

In addition to the laboratory experiments, we also conduct an online experiment with a heteroge-

neous sample and natural identities. This online experiment relies on the same two treatments:

21Sessions were held in August 2020 in the WISO laboratory at the University of Hamburg.
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the framing of a decision task either in terms of a market or in terms of a neutral allocation task.

Relative to the laboratory, the online survey experiment varies several dimensions. First, we

invite a heterogeneous sample of citizens of Berlin and Cologne, two large German cities, instead

of a student sample. The age of active participants ranges from 21 to 73 years with an average

age of 48 (50% of participants are female). Around one third of the participants has a university

degree (but only 5% of subjects are currently university students), one third has a high school

diploma, and another third completed lower secondary education. Second, instead of artificial,

random groups, we use natural groups: the residents of the two cities. We choose two different

cities because it is well-known that regional identities are among the strongest (Lane, 2016). Our

conjecture is that in a setting with high ingroup favoritism, framing has a smaller effect which in

turn makes the online experiment a tougher test for the market hypothesis. Ultimately, however,

whether this conjecture is true is an empirical question. We thus view the online experiment not

only as a robustness check for the laboratory experiment, but also as a contribution in itself as

it allows to compare discrimination in random and natural groups within the same framework.

Third, subjects do not necessarily participate in the online experiment at the same time. That

is, the online market might, in fact, have more the character of a survey than an interactive

market. We suspect that this approach takes away part of the “competitiveness” of the online

market which in turn could lead to a lower treatment effect, too. Fourth, the market in the

online experiment takes away any remaining potential for strategic (pseudo-) interactions as the

number of available offers is always two and prizes are not determined by choices in the online

survey itself (instead, prices are random draws, as we will explain below). We believe all four

modifications stack the deck against finding a treatment effect.

Before we turn to the results of this online experiment, we mention some logistical details

first. When entering the survey, subjects were randomized to either the market treatment or

the individual choice condition. We used the same wording as in the laboratory experiment to

induce framing. The randomization was done within each city such that half of the participants

from Berlin and half of participants from Cologne took part in either treatment (however, due

to attrition, not perfectly so). Within each treatment, subjects were randomized into the role

of active or passive participants. Like the laboratory, the online experiment went on for 24

periods again, one period was randomly chosen to be payoff relevant. In order to minimize

the complexity of the online experiment, only one ingroup and one outgroup offer was available

(hence, for all active participants, one offer always came from Berlin and one from Cologne).

It was not possible for participant to abstain from buying an offer. Like in the laboratory

experiment, the payoff for the seller was given by 50 plus the price, and the payoff for buyer by

100 minus the price. The prices of the two goods were the results of two discrete uniform i.i.d.

draws from p ∈ {2, 4, 6, ..., 46, 48}, that is, multiples of 2.22

22 Sample screens of the decision screens in the online survey experiment for both treatments can be found in

the Appendix A.9. The online experiment was conducted in December 2020. The experiment was programmed

using oTree (Chen, Schonger, and Wickens, 2016). A session lasted on average 25 minutes. The exchange rate
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All in all, we analyze choices of 26 buyers in the market condition and 29 dictators in the

individual choice condition. Like in the laboratory experiment, passive participants served as

recipients for payoffs in both conditions. In total, we thus gathered 1,320 observations (55 active

subjects × 24 periods), 624 in the market and 696 in the individual choice condition. Out of

these 1,320 observations, 643 are situations in which the outgroup offer delivers a larger payoff

to the active participant than the ingroup offer.

Figure 7: Online Experiment. Share of ingroup buys in situations in which the outgroup

option is cheaper than the ingroup option. N = 300 in the market and N = 343 in the

individual choice condition. The means are 26.0% in the market and 38.8% in the individual

choice condition. Bars around the means indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 7 presents the main result. The average share of ingroup buys is 26% in the market and

39% in the individual choice condition. The economic effect size is thus around 13 percentage

points. A ranksum test confirms statistical significance with a p-value below 1%. Moreover,

Figure 8 displays the relation of the price of prejudice and the frequency of ingroup trades.

Again, the main pattern is confirmed in the data, although the baseline level of ingroup trades

is higher in the online experiment. Summing up, findings in the online experiment corroborate

our main effect.

While the treatment effect is smaller than in the main experiment, the two effect sizes are

not easily comparable due to a different number of offers, different incentives and, as mentioned

above, due to the variation of other experimental parameters. One insightful way to compare

behavior in the online and the main experiment is via the calculation of a “willingness-to-pay”

(WTP) for discrimination. Specifically, we observe that subjects forgo on average 5.93 tokens

per choice, in the 343 choices in which discrimination was possible, in the individual choice

was such that 1 Euro equaled 10 tokens (instead of 1:5 like in the laboratory experiment). We utilized the online

research panel from the company “Consumerfieldwork” which is an actively-managed panel and is solely used for

research purposes.
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Figure 8: Online Experiment. Share of ingroup buys on the y-axis and the payoff of the

best ingroup option minus the payoff of the best outgroup option on the x-axis. The size of the

markers is proportional to the number of observations. The payoff differences are rounded to

the nearest multiple of five.

condition and 3.88 tokens in the market (300 choices) in order to avoid an outgroup trade.

Considering the main lab experiment, the same numbers are 2.57 tokens in the individual choice

condition and 0.15 tokens in the market.

Individual Choice Market

Online 0.59 0.38

Laboratory 0.51 0.03

Table 6: Willingness-to-pay to discriminate by experiment and treatment, in euros.

Table 6 summarizes these results after converting tokens into euros (the exchange rates

was 5:1 in the laboratory experiment and 10:1 in the online experiment). Participants have

on average a higher willingness-to-pay to discriminate against different geographic groups than

against artificial random groups – a finding that is in line with Lane (2016). Moreover, the

difference between both treatments is lower in the online experiment (21 cents vs 48 cents).

However, it is also important to note that the numbers in the online experiment are likely

too high relative to the laboratory experiment for at least two reasons. First, in the online

experiment opportunities for discrimination are higher because the payoff differences are larger

on average (up to 48 tokens). Thus, the upper bound on the WTP that can be measured is higher
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online. Second, the data from the online experiment likely exhibits more noise. If, for instance,

a certain fraction of participants chooses randomly than the share of ingroup trades in Figure

8 will be upward biased in the negative domain and downward biased in the positive domain.

In fact, the data from the online experiment seem consistent with this idea since the shares of

ingroup trades in the positive domain are around 80%-90% with no visible upward trend and

thus not as close to 100% as one would expect with a strong ingroup bias. This insight in turn

also implies that the treatment effect in the online experiment is downward biased relative to

the laboratory experiment (because the pull towards the middle is stronger for ingroup shares

closer to zero or one).

4.3 External validity and the SANS conditions

Finally, we follow List’s (2020) SANS conditions (selection, attrition, naturalness and scaling)

to address concerns about external validity. First, in terms of selection, a student sample par-

ticipated in the laboratory experiment. A sample of residents of two German cities participated

in the online survey experiment. Assignment to treatment was random for both samples. There

is no attrition as all participants follow the laboratory experiment until the very end. In the

online experiment, fourteen participants in Berlin and ten in Cologne did not complete the

survey. These observations were consequently not included into the dataset. Considering the

naturalness of the decision task, we use a laboratory experiment in the main part of the pa-

per. Thus our setting is rather artificial. However, both the market and the individual choice

condition are standardized and established experiments. List (2009), for example, finds that

qualitative insights from a laboratory experiment are transferable to a natural environment.23

The online survey on the other hand might be more natural because decision makers can chose

between buying from a local or a non-local seller, which might be more familiar to them. Fi-

nally, in terms of scaling, Lane (2016) provides evidence that discrimination between artificial

groups is (i) bounded by discrimination between different natural groups and (ii) lower than

discrimination of different regional groups. These findings are corroborated by our results. The

results of List (2009) in combination with the fact that the market hypothesis works with both

natural groups in an online experiment and with random groups in the laboratory highlight the

potential of markets to reduce discrimination in the field.

5 Concluding Remarks

While a topic of heated debate and recognized as an important societal problem, little is known

about how to fight discrimination. In this study, we show that markets can offer a remedy. Our

laboratory experiment exogenously manipulates the institutional framework in which the trade

23Compare Al-Ubaydli, List, and Suskind (2017) and Levitt and List (2007) for a general discussion of external

validity of experiments.
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takes place, while at the same time tightly controlling economic incentives and group identity.

Thus, the current study identifies the causal effect of markets on discrimination. We find strong

evidence for an economically and statistically significant reduction of the frequency of ingroup

trades in markets in situations in which the outgroup offer yields a higher payoff. Notably, this

reduction takes place relative to individual choice situations with the same payoff structure and

the same identity of the trading partner.

Moreover, we are able to estimate the responsiveness of discrimination to the “price of

prejudice” (the relative payoff advantage of the outgroup offer), to borrow the words of Gary

Becker (1957). The observed choices in the experiment reveal that decision-makers act as if

they are making rational trade-offs between payoffs and discriminatory actions. In the market,

subjects pay close attention to the price of discrimination and behave in a discriminatory manner

when the price is zero. In the individual choice condition, subjects also heed the price of

discrimination, but display a greater willingness-to-pay to conduct an ingroup trade and also

display more choices that can be rationalized as egalitarian concerns. Thus, our experiment

shows that discriminators rationally react to prices, which in turn is important in designing

effective policies to clamp down on discrimination.

The finding that markets make people more selfish is in line with studies that show that

markets erode social motivations (Falk and Szech, 2013; Bartling, Weber, and Yao, 2014). Ad-

ditionally, we identify two further channels that drive the main effect. We find that markets

reduce identification with one’s group, which in turn leads to a reduction of choices that go at

the expense of the outgroup. Finally, we find that markets reduce aversion to inequality. Sup-

port for these different channels is provided not only in post–experimental survey questions, but

also when we estimate a choice model that simultaneously allows different behavioral motives

to play a role.

These results are particularly remarkable because little evidence exists that shows how to

reduce discrimination. At the same time, they open up potentials for policy interventions such

as the introduction of markets and increasing the price of prejudice, be it through actual com-

petition or via a framing that introduces a market context. One major advantage of such a

policy intervention – relative to other proposals like the “contact hypothesis” (Allport, 1954)

– is the fact that it does not necessarily rely on people self-selecting into treatment. Selec-

tion is likely biased, with more open-minded, less-discriminatory individuals being more likely

to take part in such anti-prejudice interventions, which could in turn reduce their usefulness.

Instead, the fostering of markets in different areas hardly relies on self–selection and is thus

more broadly applicable. Another advantage are the low monetary costs of implementing a

competitive framework.

It is noteworthy that our main result does not only rely on the mechanism initially suggested

by Becker (1957), namely that markets increase the price for discrimination by fostering compe-

tition. Instead, the experiment shows that a market framing can change behavior in predictable

ways: conditional on the price of discrimination, discrimination is lower in markets than in
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comparable, neutrally-framed choice situations. Our findings suggest that the additional effect

of competition (i.e. higher costs of discrimination) would further increase the main effect since

subjects in markets are more price-sensitive. Furthermore, it is also important to bear in mind

that markets display significant discrimination in situations in which the costs of doing so are

zero. That is, markets do not stifle discrimination per se, but instead work by increasing selfish-

ness. This finding also suggests that discrimination might persist in fully competitive markets

in which discrimination is costless for buyers. Our experiment’s main take-away message is thus

that the price of prejudice matters and that any intervention that boosts the focus on personal

monetary gains might help fight this societal harm.

While it was previously recognized that markets tend to increase selfishness and decrease

moral behavior, our study shows that in some circumstances this can benefit society. Our paper

thus provides evidence for the bright side of markets – a facet of markets already highlighted by

Voltaire more than two centuries ago.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional Results: Figures

Figure 9: Share of ingroup buys in situations in which the best outgroup option is cheaper than

the best ingroup option by last-round buyers only. N = 41 in each treatment. The means

are 0.0% in the market and 31.7% in the individual choice condition. Bars around the means

indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 11 displays additional results for the cases in which payoff of the best ingroup option

minus payoff of the best outgroup option is positive (Figure 11, left panel) and zero (right

panel). We find that in cases in which payoff maximization and ingroup favoritism both predict

buying from an ingroup seller, the share of ingroup buys is higher in the market treatment than

in the individual choice condition (83.7% versus 73.4%). In situations in which both options

deliver the same payoffs, buyers in the market more often choose the ingroup option than do

dictators in the individual choice condition (88.2% versus 70.1%). A Wilcoxon test detects

statistically significant differences at the 1% level in both cases. Note that both situation are

not suitable for detecting costly discrimination because the situations in the left panel do not

capture discrimination and situations in the right panel have no differences in costs. In the

following section, we analyze individual behavior in more detail to improve our understanding

of the underlying motivations of decision-makers.
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Figure 10: Share of ingroup buys in situations in which the best outgroup option is cheaper

than the best ingroup option by first-round buyers only. N = 84 in each treatment. The

means are 14.2% in the market and 44.0% in the individual choice condition. Bars around the

means indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 11: Share of ingroup buys. Left-hand panel: N = 405; the means are 94.8% in the

market and 84.1% in the individual choice condition. Right-hand panel: N = 374; the means

are 88.2% in the market and 71.4% in the individual choice condition.
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A.2 Additional Results: Control Session

Figure 12: Control Session. Share of ingroup buys in control session; N = 180. The means

are 8.1% in the market and 27.2% in the individual choice condition.

Figure 13: Control Session. Share of ingroup buys. Left-hand panel: N = 208; the means are

96.2% in the market and 78.8% in the individual choice condition. Right-hand panel: N = 191;

the means are 92.7% in the market and 48.2% in the individual choice condition.
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Figure 14: Control Session. Share of ingroup buys on the y-axis and the payoff of the best

ingroup option minus the payoff of the best outgroup option on the x-axis. The size of the

markers is proportional to the number of observations.

A.3 Additional Results: Logit Model
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(1) (2) (3) (4)

Market Individual Choice Market Individual Choice

Estimates Normalized Estimates Norm. Estimates Norm. Estimates Norm.

Own payoff (β1) 1.27 1 0.22∗∗∗ 1 1.29 1 0.30∗∗∗ 1

(0.90) (0.05) (0.78) (0.09)

ingroup (β2) 0.14 0.11 0.58∗∗∗ 2.60 0.17 0.13 0.60∗∗∗ 2.00

(0.17) (0.15) (0.19) (0.15)

Egalitarian (β3) - - - - −0.38 −0.29 0.22∗∗∗ 0.73

- - (0.30) (0.07)

Include No-tradeoff No No No No

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 3,622 3,622 3,622 3,622

Cases 907 907 907 907

Table 7: Conditional logit estimates. Standard errors, clustered at the subject level, in brackets below. *, **,

*** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively. Normalization: estimated equation times 1
β1

.

A.4 Additional Results: Post-Experimental Questionnaire

A.5 Time Trends

Figure 15 – using the full sample – and Figure 16 – using “Best-In < Best-Out” observations

only – depict the average share of ingroup trades by treatment for each period. The data contain

no strong, visible time trends for discrimination. This finding is confirmed by a regression of

a dummy that indicates an ingroup trade in each of the treatments on the full set of period

dummies. No period fixed effect in either of the two regressions (market vs non-market setting)

turns out to be significant at the 5% level.

Figure 15: Share of ingroup buys by period, full sample (N = 1, 133).
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Market Individual Choice Rank Sum Test

Identification 0.21 0.43 0.055

[−0.002, 0.42] [0.21, 0.65]

Own Group Important -1.21 -0.48 0.000

[−1.42,−1.01] [−0.69,−0.27]

Support Member -0.85 -0.17 0.000

[−1.07,−0.63] [−0.35, 0.02]

Not Harming Member -0.63 -0.12 0.001

[−0.85,−0.41] [−0.29, 0.06]

Own Payoff 0.86 0.14 0.000

[0.65, 1.07] [−0.05, 0.33]

Altruist -0.20 0.41 0.000

[−0.45, 0.05] [0.23, 0.60]

Table 8: Answers to survey items by treatment. Higher values indicate more support. 95% confidence intervals

in brackets below. N = 121. “Rank Sum Test” in the last column indicates p-values for null hypothesis that data

are from the same population.

A.6 Evolution of Market Prices

Figure 17 shows the evolution of average payoffs by period.
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Figure 16: Share of ingroup buys by period, “Best-In < Best-Out” (N = 354).

Figure 17: Evolution of payoffs to active participants over time. The price can be calculated as

100 minus the payoff.
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A.7 Example: Relation of Market and Individual Choice Condition

Figures 18 and 19 give an example of how the payoff-structure and the social group membership

of passive players were transferred from the market treatment – Figure 18 – to the individual

choice treatment – Figure 19. The payoffs for the active decision-maker and the passive subject

are exactly the same in each row. For example, the offer in the third row in Figure 18 costs

p = 2 tokens and is made by a Kandinsky seller. The payoff functions for sellers and for buyers

imply that the seller (the passive subject) would get a payoff of POSeller = 50 + p = 52 and

the buyer (the active subject) would get a payoff of POBuyer = 100 − p = 98. The vector of

payoffs and the information about the social group membership of the passive subject is then

transferred to the individual choice treatment. The third row in Figure 19 displays the exact

same payoff structure and identity information in the individual choice treatment. Each market

decision screen is transferred in this way to the individual choice treatment in the exaxt same

order as they appear in the market.

Figure 18: Market treatment. Selection of an offer by the buyer.

Figure 19: Individual choice treatment. Selection of a distribution by participant B.

A.8 Translated Instructions

Part I: General Explanation

Welcome to the experiment. If you read the instructions carefully and follow all the rules, you
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can earn money in this experiment. The money will then be paid out to you immediately in cash

after the experiment is finished. You are not allowed to talk to other participants during any

part of the experiment. If you have any questions, please address them exclusively to us. We

will gladly answer your questions individually. Compliance with this rule is very important. If

you fail to comply with these rules, the results of this experiment will be scientifically worthless.

This experiment consists of two parts, whereby each part is explained one after the other. The

experiment is expected to last 90 minutes. In the following, the first part of the experiment is

explained. Including the
”
show-up fee“for your punctual appearance, you can earn between 10

euros and 23 euros on both parts of the experiment.

Detailed information on the first part of the experiment

In the experiment you will see a series of ve screens. On each screen you will see two paintings

side by side. One of the two paintings will always be by Wassily Kandinsky and the other by

Paul Klee (you won’t know which is which). Your role is to indicate on each screen which of the

two paintings you like best. Simply let your taste guide you.

You will then be assigned to a group based on your decisions.

� If you like Kandinsky’s paintings more often, you will be assigned to the KANDINSKY

group.

� If you like Klee’s pictures more often, you will be assigned to the KLEE group.

After you have been assigned to the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group, you will be asked to

solve three joint tasks with the other members of your group. The tasks will be explained to

you later in the experiment on the screens. When solving each task, you can chat with the other

members of your group. Each member of your group can earn 1 euro per solved task. In total

you can earn 3 euros in this first part of the experiment. In both parts of the experiment, we

will not be talking about euros but about points. Your total income is therefore first calculated

in points. The points you earn during the first part will then be converted to euros at the end,

using the following conversion rate:

5 points = 1 euro.

After the first part of the experiment has been completed, the rules for the second part of the

experiment will be distributed and read aloud.

If you still have questions, please raise your hand and wait quietly until someone

comes to you.

Part II: INDIVIDUAL CHOICE CONDITION
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This second part of the experiment involves two types of participants: Participants A and B.

The participants in this experiment are divided into groups of 11 persons each. In each society

there are six Participants A and five Participants B. At the beginning of the second part of the

experiment you will learn whether you are a Participant A or a Participant B. In the second

part of the experiment you will also still be a member of the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group.

Just like your assignment to the KLEE or KANDINSKY group, you will remain a Participant

A or a Participant B throughout the experiment. Participant A and Participant B thus come

from the KLEE or KANDINSKY groups.

In this second part of the experiment, we will not be talking about euros but about points.

Your total income will be calculated in points. The points you earn in the second part of the

experiment will be converted to euros at the end, using the following exchange rate:

10 Points = 2 euros.

The second part of the experiment will run over 24 periods. In each period a Participant B

can select a particular distribution of points between himself and Participant A from a list of

distributions. The distributions differ according to the distribution of points between Participant

B and Participant A and also between the group to which Participant A belongs. Participant

A can therefore be a member of the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group. This information

is displayed for each person for each distribution. The system displays the group (KLEE or

KANDINSKY) from which Participant A comes to Participant B. It is also important to note

that the list of distributions between the periods can vary in length. The list always contains

two to six distributions, of which only one distribution can be selected at a time.

Each participant’s payo will be calculated as follows. In each period, each Participant A

and Participant B receives an endowment of 50 points. Each of the distributions available for

selection assigns at least these 50 points to Participants A and B. The allocation of 50 points to

Partici- pants A and B is made as follows A total of 150 points is distributed between Participant

A and Participant B for each distribution.

If a Participant B now chooses a certain distribution, he directly assigns himself a certain

number of points, which determines his payoff in the corresponding period. At the same time, a

Participant A from either the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group is assigned to each distribution.

Depending on whether Participant B decides for a distribution according to which Participant

A from the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group is assigned a number of points, Participant B

will determine the payoff for the participant assigned to the distribution. The payoff to the

remaining Participant A is then determined either by another Participant B or amounts to 50

points. It is also possible that

Participants A in the list of distributions come exclusively from either the KLEE group

or the KANDINSKY group. Since the five Participants B have selected a maximum of five

distributions by the end of each period, in each period at least one Participant A will receive
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only his 50 points from the initial endowment.

The course of a period on the computer:

In each period, Participant B can see the new distributions on the following screen:

Example Screen 1:

The left column of the table shows the points assigned to Participant A for each corresponding

distribution. Column 2 shows the points assigned to Participant B (i.e. the decision-maker). The

third column indicates for each distribution whether Participant A assigned to the distribution

comes from the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group. In the last column on the far right, a

preselection can be made by ticking the box.

Participant B can select one of the distributions of points between Participant A and Partic-

ipant B. He or she cannot choose a distribution. In this case, he or she and one of the assigned

Participants A (either a KLEE or a KANDINSKY) would be assigned the initial endowment of

50 points as a payoff. If Participant B does not want to select a distribution, he must press the

SELECT NO NEW DISTRIBUTION button. When Participant B has made a final distribu-

tion decision, the distribution can be selected by ticking the last column and clicking the red

SELECT button.

Participant A cannot make a decision in this experiment. However, we ask Participants A

to indicate in each period how they expect the Participants B to behave.

When all participants have been informed of their payoffs, the next period begins. Your final

payoff from this second part of the experiment is the payoff from a randomly selected period.

Since you do not know which period the computer randomly selects, you should consider your

decision carefully in each of the 24 periods. At the end of the experiment, the corresponding

number of points is converted to euros (10 points = 2 euros) and paid to you in cash together

with the payment from the first part of the experiment. Altogether you can earn up to 23 euros

in this experiment, namely up to 3 euros in the first part and up to 20 euros in the second part.
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If you still have questions, please raise your hand high in your booth and wait

quietly until someone comes to you. If you have no further questions, the second

part of the experiment will start.

Part II: MARKET

In this second part of the experiment, two types of participants meet in a market: seller and

buyer. The participants in this experiment are divided into groups of 11 persons each. Each

group consists of six sellers and five buyers meeting in a market. At the beginning of the

experiment, your computer screen will tell you whether you are a seller or a buyer. In the

second part of the experiment you remain a member of the KLEE or the KANDINSKY group

just like in the first part of the experiment. The same as your assignment to the KLEE or the

KANDINSKY group, your role as a seller or buyer will remain the same throughout the whole

experiment.

In the second part of the experiment, we will not be talking about euros but about points.

Your total income will therefore be first calculated in points. The points you earn during the

second part of the experiment are converted into euros at the end, using the following exchange

rate:

10 Points = 2 euros

The second part of the experiment runs over 24 periods, with each period representing a market.

In each period, each seller makes exactly one sales offer for only one product. A seller then sets

the price for the product. The price can be anywhere between 0 and 50 points. The production

cost of the seller for a product is 0 points. The value of a product for a buyer is always 50 points,

regardless of the type of product.

The five buyers see the offers to sell made by the six sellers (i.e. the price) and each of them

can accept one offer. The buyers decide in random order one after another. Each buyer can only

accept one offer. In each period a maximum of five of the six sellers can sell a product. The

sellers are in competition with other sellers, because the buyers can freely choose whether they

(i) buy a product at all and (ii) which product they buy. The buyers (but not the sellers) are

shown the selling price and the group (KLEE or KANDINSKY) from which the seller comes.

In each period, each seller and buyer initially receives 50 points. The payoffs to the seller

and the buyer (in points) in a period are thus as follows:

Profits from sellers in a market:

- If the offer to sell is accepted by one of the buyers:

50 - production costs + price of the product

- If the offer to sell is not accepted by a buyer in a given period:

50
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Profits from buyers in every market:

- If the offer to sell is accepted:

50 + 50 – price of the product

- If the offer to sell is not accepted:

50

The process of a market on the computer:

Each period consists of exactly one market. The sellers enter their sales offer in the experiment

as on Example screen 1:

Example screen 1: (Enter sales price 0-50)

Figure 20

A seller must indicate the price he wishes to charge for the product. To do this, enter the

appropriate number in the field. The price can be any integer from 0 to 50 inclusive. When a

seller has made his decisions, the OK button in the bottom right corner must be pressed.

Once all six sellers have made their sales offers, the sellers see the offers (prices) made by all

the other sellers in a table. Example screen 2 shows this overview.

Example screen 2: (Display of the acceptance of offers for the sellers)

Your own sales offer is always marked in blue. In the column on the far right, the sellers can

follow whether and in which order the offers are accepted by the buyers. Once all the buyers

have made their decisions, each seller receives his own payoff and - if his offer to sell was accepted

- the payoff of the buyer who accepted the offer. In each period the buyers can accept the offers
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Figure 21

for sale. This situation is illustrated in Example screen 3: Example screen 3: (Selection of

an offer by the buyer)

Figure 22

The buyers see the above screen in random order and can accept one offer after the other.
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At any time only one buyer can see the above screen. Only when the current buyer has made his

decision does the next buyer see this screen, on which he can then accept an offer. The buyer to

whom the screen is displayed first can therefore choose from all the offers. The buyer to whom

the screen is displayed second can select only from the remaining offers, since each offer can

only be accepted by one buyer. If the five buyers each accept an offer, there is always one offer

left that can no longer be accepted. The seller who made this offer will not be able to conclude

a deal in this period. The order in which the five buyers can decide to accept the six offers is

determined randomly in each period.

The left-hand column of the table shows the prices, the middle column shows the seller’s

group affiliation (KANDINSKY or KLEE). Every line displays one offer at a time. To accept

an offer, first click on that line with the mouse. The marked line is then highlighted in blue.

Before you press the ACCEPT button, you can still change your offer selection.

If a buyer does not want to accept an offer, the ACCEPT NO OFFER button must be

pressed. Even if a line has already been selected, you can still reject all offers with the ACCEPT

NO OFFER button. Once all buyers have made their decisions in this market, each buyer notes

his own profit.

When all the participants have been informed of their profits in the market, the next market

begins. Your profit from this second part of the experiment is the payoff from a randomly selected

market. Since you do not know which market was randomly selected by the computer, you should

consider your decision carefully in each of the 24 markets. At the end of the experiment, the

corresponding number of points will be converted to euros (10 points = 2 euros) and paid out

to you in cash together with the payoff from the first part of the experiment. In total you can

earn up to 23 euros in this experiment, namely up to 3 euros in the first part and up to 20 euros

in the second part.

If you still have questions, please raise your hand high in your booth and wait

quietly until someone comes to you. If you have no further questions, the second

part of the experiment will start.
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A.9 Sample Screens Online Survey

Figure 23: Market treatment. Selection of an offer by the buyer.

Figure 24: Individual choice treatment. Selection of a distribution by participant B.
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